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Next, I will tell you about string theory. String theory is a mathematical 
model of our universe, a theory that describes not only how our 

spacetime is constructed, but how it is built into the fabric of reality.

The best kind of ramen is the one you can eat while doing your taxes. 
At least, that's what the government's recently published "Ramen: The 

Global Ramen Experiment" suggests.

Written by AI 人工知能が書いた



an armchair in the shape of an avocado
アボカドの形をした椅子



a tapir made of accordion
アコーディオンで作った獏さん
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Goal of machine learning

•   Training data 学習データ 


• New input 新しい入力                       m  ⟶

  input       output  →  input       output  →  input       output  →  input       output  →  input       output  →  input       output  →  input       output  →  input       output  →  input    output →



Function domain and range

xα ∈ ℝM×N

yα ∈ ℝM′ ×N′ 

Data = {(xα, yα)}
one-hot

p(x, θ) ∈ ℝM′ ×N′ 
probability distribution

parameters θ



• (Position, move made by winning player)  
(駒の位置、勝った棋士の次の一手）

• 44 million games 44百万の試合

Chess・Shogi 将棋・Go 碁



 x ∈ ℝ8×8×(6+6+1)

Chess input space



Chess output space
 y ∈ ℝ8×8×(8×7+8)

y2×2×(3×5+0)

y2×2×(3×1+0)



How to play chess

Opponent

y ∼ P(x, θ) y′ ′ ∼ P(x′ ′ , θ)

x x′ x′ ′ 



• (The Kavli Institute for, the)


• (The Kavli Institute for the, Physics)


• (The Kavli Institute for the Physics, and)


• Next word prediction, 600 Billion words 次の単語を予測、6千億の単語

Text-writing training data



Encode words as vectors

ℝ50000

= (1,0,0,0,⋯)
= (0,1,0,0,⋯)
= (0,0,1,0,⋯)
= (0,0,0,1,⋯)

The 
is

apple
Japan

present
ation
ed
s



Sentences are a concatenation of words

x = [xLife, xis, xgreat, x!, xpad, xpad, ⋯, xpad]

input ∈ ℝ50000×512

output ∈ ℝ50000 probability distribution



How to write text
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 The Kavli Institute for the physicsx′ =
0
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of ramen today and genius

P(x, θ)

P(x′ , θ)
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Neural Network



Neural Network

h1 = max(0,W1x + b1)

h2 = max(0,W2h1 + b2)

h4 = W4h3 + b4

h3 = max(0,W3h2 + b3)

pi =
eh4

i

∑j eh4
j



Transformers

[h1, h2, h3, ⋯, h512] hi ∈ ℝN

αij =
ehiMhj

∑k ehiMhk
h′ i = Vαijhj
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Loss

Loss(θ) = −
Ndata

∑
α=1

(yα − p(xα, θ))2



Multiple class loss

xα ∈ ℝM×N

yα ∈ ℝM′ ×N′ 
Data = {(xα, yα)}

one-hot

labelα = index of non-zero element



Multiple class loss

Loss(θ) = −
Ndata

∑
α=1

ln plabelα(xα, θ)



Example
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The Kavli Institute for the

The Kavli Institute for the physics 0

60

of ramen today and genius

75

60

Loss(θ) = − log 0.75 − log 0.6 − ⋯



Gradient Descent

θ = θ − ϵ∂θLoss



Loss decreases during learning (optimization)



Overfitting



Preventing Overfitting



Local Minimum?

θ = θ − ϵ∂θLoss

= θ + ϵ∂θ

Ndata

∑
α=1

ln plabelα



Stochastic Gradient Descent

θ = θ − ϵ∂θLoss

= θ + ϵ∂θ

Nbatch

∑
α=1

ln plabelα



Stochastic Gradient Descent
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Reinforcement learning 強化学習

   Learn 学び→Self play  自分と対戦　→

Repeat  繰り返す

(Position, move made by winning player)  
(駒の位置、勝った棋士の次の一手）



Curve fitting inside a loop

generate data  curve fit  generate data  curve fit → → → → ⋯





particle, , detector response (PID variables)( p cos θ) ⟶



Appendix



TransformerImplementation summary

self-ĂƚƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ�͞ůĂǇĞƌ͟

self-ĂƚƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ�͞ůĂǇĞƌ͟ ¾We can implement a practical 
sequence model based entirely on 
self-attention

¾Alternate self-ĂƚƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ�͞ůĂǇĞƌƐ͟�ǁŝƚŚ�
nonlinear position-wise feedforward 
networks (to get nonlinear 
transformations)

¾Use positional encoding (on the input 
or input embedding) to make the 
model aware of relative positions of 
tokens

¾Use multi-head attention
¾Use masked attention if you want to 

use the model for decoding

ki = Khi

qi = Qhi

vi = Vhi

h1
i = Exi



TransformerImplementation summary

self-ĂƚƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ�͞ůĂǇĞƌ͟

self-ĂƚƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ�͞ůĂǇĞƌ͟ ¾We can implement a practical 
sequence model based entirely on 
self-attention

¾Alternate self-ĂƚƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ�͞ůĂǇĞƌƐ͟�ǁŝƚŚ�
nonlinear position-wise feedforward 
networks (to get nonlinear 
transformations)

¾Use positional encoding (on the input 
or input embedding) to make the 
model aware of relative positions of 
tokens

¾Use multi-head attention
¾Use masked attention if you want to 

use the model for decoding

ai = Aijh1
j

Aij =
eqi⋅kj

∑l eqi⋅kl



TransformerImplementation summary

self-ĂƚƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ�͞ůĂǇĞƌ͟

self-ĂƚƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ�͞ůĂǇĞƌ͟ ¾We can implement a practical 
sequence model based entirely on 
self-attention

¾Alternate self-ĂƚƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ�͞ůĂǇĞƌƐ͟�ǁŝƚŚ�
nonlinear position-wise feedforward 
networks (to get nonlinear 
transformations)

¾Use positional encoding (on the input 
or input embedding) to make the 
model aware of relative positions of 
tokens

¾Use multi-head attention
¾Use masked attention if you want to 

use the model for decoding

h2
i = Wai



Training (next word prediction)

Kavli institute for the PAD PAD PAD PAD PAD PADThe PAD

GPT

h96
5
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Pa =
ex′ 5a

∑b ex′ 5b

Loss = Loss − ln PiPhysics

x′ 5 = ETh96
5



Convolutional Neural Networks



Thank you


